Evolution LED Sabre instructions
Charging
When you receive your sabre we recommend fully charging it. Remove the sabres kill plug from the base
of the sabre and plug in the supplied 3.7 volt charger. The charger will have a red light on when it is
charging and then go green when the sabre is fully charged. Do not leave the sabre unattended when
charging and do not leave the sabre plugged in overnight or for long periods after charging is complete.

Installing a blade
Your sabre may come with the blade wrapped separately. To install it undo the Allen bolt with the
supplied Allen key. Insert the blade and press it all the way in before tightening the bolt to hold the blade
in place. This does not need to be very tight, just enough to prevent the blade from sliding out.

Operation
• To turn on the sabre you must first remove the kill plug in the base. When the kill plug
is removed the switch will flash red to show that the sabre is ready for use.
• Tap the button to activate the sabre.
• Tap the button with the sabre lit to engage the shimmering lockup mode, tap again
to turn lockup off.
• Press and hold the button for 1 second to turn the sabre off.

To change colour
With the blade either on or off press and hold the switch for 5 seconds. The sabre will flash through
several colours and then stay on the colour that is currently selected. Tap the switch to cycle through the
available colours when you have chosen your desired colour press and hold the power switch until the
sabre turns off. Solid green, blue or red colours use less power and will maximise your battery life.
When the blade is on double tap the button to alter the blade shimmer effect There are three settings,
static, slow shimmer and fast shimmer.
Do not undo any other screws or remove any parts doing so will void your warranty.

Troubleshooting
Most common problems can be fixed by fully charging the sabre. If this does not resolve your problem
please contact us for technical support.

